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The Boundary Waters region of Minnesota and Ontario is a vast wilderness of quiet beauty,
visited and loved by many, but home to only a rugged few. In 1928, Justine Kerfoot arrived, a
Northwestern University graduate student headed for medical school until her family lost both
their Illinois homes in the stock market crash. Thrust into year-round life at her mother's fledgling
summer resort, Justine was confronted with learning survival in the frigid north woods, a
challenge she met with extraordinary verve and recounts with great candor and humor in this
remarkable book. As she relates her lessons from the Canadian Indians across the lake-how to
paddle a canoe, hunt moose, drive a dog team, and stay warm at minus 40 degrees-Kerfoot
gives us a rich sense of the world of the Indians and fur trappers. Telling the story of settlement
in this rough resort area fifty miles from a town, she describes the effects of depression and
forest fires and the struggles for modernization in the wild. Kerfoot has paddled all the lakes and
streams in this border country, and she knows them well. Her lyrical descriptions of wildlife and
seasonal environments express the deep reverence for nature that has become her way of life.
In a final chapter, she reflects on the impact of restricted wilderness status on the region-called
the Boundary Waters Canoe Area Wilderness since 1978-and on her own convictions about
people living in the wild. 

From the Back CoverThe Boundary Waters region of Minnesota and Ontario is a vast wilderness
of quiet beauty, visited and loved by many, but home to only a rugged few. In 1928, Justine
Kerfoot arrived, a Northwestern University graduate headed for medical school until her family
lost both their Illinois homes in the stock market crash. Thrust into year-round life at her mother's
fledgling summer resort, Justine was confronted with learning survival in the frigid north woods,
a challenge she met with extraordinary verve and recounts with great candor and humor in this
remarkable book. Kerfoot has paddled all the lakes and streams in this border country, and she
knows them well. Her lyrical descriptions of wildlife and seasonal environments express the
deep reverence for nature that has become her way of life. In a new afterword, she reflects on
the impact of restricted wilderness status on the region - called the Boundary Waters Canoe
Area Wilderness since 1978 - and on her own convictions about people living in the wild. --This
text refers to the paperback edition.
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employer.ToMy northwoods friendswho taught methe art of living in the forest andthe
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A Little History; A Love Affair1 Up the Gunflint Trail2 Early Days3 The Economy Goes
Bust4 Marriage and Daily Life5 Crises6 The Lives Around Us7 Living Together in the
Forest8 Changing Times9 ReflectionsAfterwordGlossaryForewordLes BlacklockI’ve known
Justine Kerfoot for forty years. Actually, I’ve known “Just” for forty-one years. She’s known me for
forty.I was in the army in the Philippines in World War II. I had asked my parents to send me a
favorite book, Canoe Country by Florence and Lee Jaques. My folks not only did that but added
Snowshoe Country, also by the Jaques.And that’s how I met Justine. The Jaques stayed at
Kerfoots’ Gunflint Lodge while writing and sketching Snowshoe Country. Two army friends and I
read the book so many times we felt as if we knew Justine and Bill, Butchie, Bruce, Patty—
everybody.We were hooked. In a steaming jungle halfway around the world, we planned to visit
Gunflint Lodge together, after the war was over. And we did, in mid-March 1946.We had hoped
for lots of snow and nice, early spring weather. And we got it. Beautiful blue days and crisp,
northwoods nights.Talk about living a dream! We stayed in the same cabin the Jaques had
stayed in when they worked on Snowshoe Country. We got to know Justine and Bill, their
children, their Chippewa friends—many of the characters in the book—in person. We ate with
the Kerfoots in their log home, snowshoed with them to the cliff with its magnificent vista, rolled
in the snow with sled dog pups.Florence Jaques said it so well in the book, I’ll let her introduce
Justine. The Jaques were at Gunflint Lodge waiting for Justine to come from Duluth. “We are all
looking forward to Justine’s arrival with much curiosity. We have heard that she looks like a 17-
year-old boy, so much so that men are always mistaking her for Bill’s son and acting accordingly,
that she wears boys’ shirts and pants, has a boy’s love (and more knowledge than most men



have) for motors and machinery, and a skill at profanity which a mere lad would find it difficult to
match.“Just before dinner last night, Bill and Justine came in with the two children. Justine is slim
and dark, quite small. I had expected her to be a tall, husky person. Her hair was cropped short,
she wore shirt and trousers, and Lee, coming in late, thought, in spite of all the warnings, that
she was a boy, and looked around helplessly when Bill introduced him to Justine!”*Fran and I
honeymooned by canoe out of Gunflint in late October and early November 1947. That crazy act
in itself, so near to winter, may have won us points on Justine’s scoreboard. We bought our
wedding present to each other, a canoe, from Justine. On the bow seat she had painted in red,
To Fran from Les, and on the stern seat, To Les from Fran. We were committed.For many years I
photographed Hamm’s beer advertising scenes in the Gunflint country and gathered adventures
and pictures there for several books.I’d like to share a few memories that may help you know
Justine better. I got this one from Fran. Before we were married, Fran worked at the Minneapolis
Star and Tribune. Ed Shave, outdoor editor for the Tribune, told her that he and a bunch of
cronies had been deer hunting out of Gunflint, and Justine was guiding them. Poor weather and
bad luck kept them out a day or two longer than they had planned. And did they hear about that!
Justine’s mother tore into them the moment they returned to the resort. “What do you mean
keeping a pregnant woman out in freezing weather? Can’t you see she’s about to give
birth?”There wasn’t a gentler man alive than Ed Shave. He’d cry if someone smiled at him. So
when confronted by this angry woman, he was nonplussed. After some hems and haws, the
truth was finally stammered out. Not only were the hunters unaware of Justine’s eighth-month
condition, but until that very moment they did not even know she was a woman!Justine probably
enjoyed every red-faced stammer.I REMEMBER—Fran and I had fallen in love with the classic-
point campsite, the tall cliffs, and the great banner pines of Esther Lake. We were on our way to
share Esther’s beauty, her sparkling water, and her loon songs with my parents. Our canoe was
atop our car, and we stopped at Gunflint Lodge to pick up a second canoe for my folks. We
expected that a Kerfoot employee would drive a second car and canoe to Sea Gull Lake and
send us on our way. Justine had a better way. She grabbed an axe and headed for the woods. In
a few minutes she was back with two aspen poles long enough to tie across our carrier and
support two canoes side by side. A bit of clothesline and we were on our way, with no need to be
met by another car when we returned to Sea Gull.I REMEMBER—I had never seen Justine in a
dress. I doubted that she owned one. But here we were walking into a handsome Grand Marais
church along with dozens of other people who were obviously dressed for a special occasion—
Sharon Kerfoot’s wedding. We couldn’t help but be curious. Would Just be ill-at-ease,
uncomfortable in this city-dressed crowd?Not on your life! She could have modeled her outfit.
Justine was a beautiful, charming woman with a warm smile and sparkling eyes, in every way a
match for her lovely daughter.I REMEMBER—so many facets of this woman—boy—hunter—
poet—trapper—electrician—canoeist—naturalist—artist—zoologist—mechanic—writer—farmer
—back-road world traveler—dogsled musher—storekeeper—guide—(gasp)—telephone line
fixer—neighbor helper—stranger helper—beaver skinner—carpenter—woodcutter—



storyteller…There is really no end to Justine’s have-dones, can-do’s, and could-do’s. I would not
miss the mark by much if I said that Just can or could do just about anything she set her mind
to.Fran and I once watched, amazed, as Just paddled an otherwise empty canoe up a rapids
with little apparent effort. No small trick; but that’s Justine.Like many of you, Fran and I have kept
track of Justine and the Gunflint country through her weekly column, “On the Gunflint Trail,” in the
Cook County News-Herald, and through her Christmas letters. And, like many of you, when we
were moved by Justine’s poetic descriptions or exciting adventures, we would say, “This should
be in a book!”So we were elated when Just told us that she was going to do a book of her life at
Gunflint Lake. How great it is to have so many experiences of Justine’s wilderness life inside one
cover. Now many more people can know Just and enjoy and appreciate the north country
through her colorful and candid writing.AcknowledgmentsThe purpose of this book is to portray
a living chapter of history from 1927 to 1985. Although this record is based on my personal
experiences, they are not unique and have been experienced, to some degree, by those who
lived in this north country over this span of time.The encouragement given by guests, neighbors,
and friends to relate a few of my experiences over the past years has made it possible to present
this material. To name these people individually would fill several pages. I am grateful to them all
for their help and constructive suggestions. Special mention, however, is extended to Bruce and
Sue Kerfoot, who first spent hours editing and offering suggestions on the contents of the book
and later worked to promote it; to “Chip” Wood, who gave pertinent suggestions and
encouragement; to Les and Fran Blacklock, who emphasized the value of continuing my efforts
so my relationship with the Indian neighbors would not be lost; to Barry Bonoff, who opened the
doors for book distribution; to Charlotte Merrick, who furnished pictures and helped with the
details; to Lois Mauck, who typed notes so they were more legible; to Eleanor Matsis, who
encouraged me to keep track of events for a future publication; to Ade and Bertha Toftey, who
gave me the opportunity of practicing writing in their weekly paper, the Cook County News-
Herald, and of presenting facts realistically; and finally to Jane Lind, owner of Women’s Times
Publishing, who was willing to gamble and had faith in the project. She worked untiringly to make
this publication presentable.Introduction: A Little History; A Love AffairI don’t know when I first
knew I was in love with this sometimes harsh and demanding land. Did I fall in love in winter,
when the snow is cold and crunchy as one pads along on snowshoes? When in the early
morning the rising sun reflects on the hoarfrost, and each separate branch and tree in the woods
stands as if covered with jewels? Then the fairyland is both cold and disinterested, yet somehow
soft and beckoning. As I snowshoe across the lake, the wind stings my cheeks, leaving them
tinted glowing red. The snowshoes swish steadily over the crust in perfect rhythm with my
swinging arms. My bouncing shadow, trotting faithfully beside me, imitates my every movement.
As I rest a moment and look down the lake, the Sawtooth Mountains present a jagged outline,
their slopes covered with timber and their clifflike faces heavy with frost and snow.Or did I fall in
love when the change from winter to spring begins, and one hears the sound of the first gentle
rain on the roof, running off in rivulets? As it splashes to the ground, it sends a shower of



individual droplets in an arc onto the leaves and pine needles laid down the fall before. Mist rises
from the ice on the lake, an impenetrable barrier that becomes a sheer veil moments later.
Treetops on the far shore are suspended in an ethereal horizon. The ice rumbles, and a few
seagulls talk their way across the sky, looking for a patch of open water.As the days lengthen, a
lead opens along the north shore of Gunflint Lake, and shallow bays throw back their winter
cover. The sun melts the snow on the ice field, creating puddles that filter through the porous ice.
The river melts little estuaries into the lake, allowing the wind to move in and push the monolithic
covering, undulating, at first mere inches. The ice gives in, disintegrating into crystals or
breaking into sheets that gain momentum as they move. Like miniature glaciers they pile
onshore, standing docks on end or brushing them aside.The snows melt. The sunny hillsides are
loaded with small, sweet, wild strawberries; a few moments of picking produces a handful. The
blossoms of moccasin flowers past their peak of bloom hang limp and brown like tiny pieces of
chamois, interspersed in the woods with vivid red teaberry. Bunchberries gather in clusters,
holding their white blossoms snugly against the leaves. Coral root stands stark and naked,
leafless like Indian pipe, but showing a series of look-alike flowers that resemble minute orchids.
The blooms of bushy labrador tea cover the marshy areas with a blanket of white. Red devil’s
paintbrush waves abundantly along the roadside. Ground pine spreads along the forest floor,
holding its evergreen twigs erect in an effort to compete with its small, colorful neighbors. In
secluded parts of the woods, hidden by overhanging flowers and large leaves, nests woven of
twigs hold mottled, brownish eggs. The evening grosbeaks, feeding on seeds and bugs, flash
yellow among the dark spruce and balsam.As fall approaches, leaves start to turn haphazardly,
as if a child were dipping a brush in pots of yellow and red paint and dropping a plop here and
there. It is the rutting season of the moose; bulls are in a restless mood as they search for mates.
A flock of geese, chatting sociably, passes overhead at little more than treetop level. The
mushrooms that come into being overnight carpet the woods floor with browns, yellows, reds,
and whites. These fungi grow rapidly, then spill their spores, shrivel, and topple over. Beaver
accumulate fresh food piles of aspen branches before their houses. Their nearby trails lead to
trees chewed partially through, with fresh-smelling symmetrical chips at their bases. When the
trees are felled by the first heavy wind, tiny chisel marks are left on the stumps.Mountain ash is
now a mixture of yellow and orange. Aspen and birch tipped with yellow and the deep red of
moose maple are accentuated by the somber dark green of the pines. This is autumn’s defiance,
an orchestra reaching a crescendo, before the silence of winter descends.I don’t know when,
but the fact remains that I did fall in love. An infinitesimal speck in the cosmos, I stood on the
shore of Gunflint Lake beneath a great white pine—matriarch of a fast-vanishing tribe. And I
knew I was home. I was twenty-one. The year was 1927.The LandMy lifelong residency
occupies but a fleeting moment in the millennia of the region’s time.Half a billion years ago,
fissures opened and spewed lava, creating the series of uprisings now called the Sawtooth
Mountains. Then came the glaciers. Twenty thousand years ago great ice sheets scoured away
the loose soil and carved out basins of bare rock, wearing down the mountains of granite and



greenstone. Eventually the ice receded, releasing pressures on the crust. North-facing cliffs with
trailing slopes to the south appeared, as well as high gravel eskers resembling the meandering
Great Wall of China. The melting glaciers formed a shallow sea that covered the area. As the
water ebbed, Lake Superior was formed. Inland, a natural waterway was left, lake leading into
lake, connected by running streams extending west to the English River and north to Hudson
Bay.The land became verdant. Lichen grew. Grasses and moss covered the rocky shores,
building a rich humus soil. Fish inhabited the waters. Eventually a forest of pine, tall and stately,
blanketed the earth’s surface. Wildlife became abundant.The south shore of Gunflint Lake was
resplendent with white pines towering more than a hundred feet, their tops spread protectively
over the earth far below. On the north shore, Norway pines covered the steep hills, a solid army
drawn up for inspection. The slowly developing soil was carpeted with needles. Caribou moss
was prevalent on moist, sunny rocks.Mink, fisher, marten, lynx, wolverines, wolves, and the
migrating caribou made the timbered shores their home. Sporadically, fires changed parts of the
country, destroying some types of timber and allowing trembling aspen, jack pine, birch, spruce,
and balsam to grow.The Voyageurs’ HighwayA wandering Indian people, the Chippewa, followed
the game migrations and made villages on these shores among the trees. From the trees, they
fashioned canoes for travel along the natural highway of lakes and rivers and left birch trees
scarred from the removal of bark. Portaging around falls and non-navigable rapids, they left
beaten paths and campsites.The waterway became known to explorers: Sieur de La Vérendrye,
searching for a northwest passage across the continent, was followed by traders and trappers.
The French voyageurs brought song, laughter, romance, and to the Indians, white man’s
diseases—measles, smallpox, and syphilis. They carried away furs to dress and decorate the
people of the East Coast and Europe. They left their mark with trade beads, clay pipes, pieces of
flint, flintlock guns, shoe buckles, and copper kettles lost in rapids, where their twenty-five-foot
canoes sometimes crashed and dumped their loads.The Webster-Ashburton treaty of 1842
recognized the Voyageurs’ Highway as the international boundary between the United States
and Canada. The waterway and its portages were open to people of both nations. Trappers who
already lived along this route were given exclusive trapping rights to their areas. They left for
more remunerative work when the fur prices fluctuated and dropped. Their abandoned cabins
and blazed trapping trails still mark the portages from lake to lake.Rumors of minerals brought
prospectors who worked their way inland, digging holes by hand. Traces of gold, silver, nickel,
and cobalt bestirred miners to enter this land of rocks and forests. But the veins were short,
severed by the shifting earth’s crust, and mining proved to be uneconomical. The miners, in their
turn, left pits and holes of varying depths and miniature slag heaps over a vast area.The timber,
some stands hundreds of years old, was the next lure. Red-shirted, stag-trousered, caulk-
booted loggers rivaled the voyageurs for hard, dangerous living and romance. The trees were
felled, limbed, loaded on sledges, and skidded along ice roads, hauled by multiple spans of
horses. Upon reaching a lake or river’s edge, logs took the water highway to shipping ports.The
loggers left a far-reaching mark. Without the tall timber, the spring runoff was more rapid.



Lightning struck the logged slashes and started fires that burned one way, then another at the
whim of the wind, until they turned on themselves and were extinguished. Peat bogs smoldered
all winter and flared up again in the spring. When the burned land replenished itself with
grasses, small trees, and underbrush, it was known as the bush country.Then came others to
fish, hunt, camp, and canoe. Some stayed and built camps. A few of these neophyte resorts
were sold to outsiders, and that is the moment in time when I entered the picture.The Gunflint
TrailThe Indians traveled an old winter trail by snowshoe and dog team from Gunflint Lake to an
Indian village on Lake Superior. In places, the trail went over frozen lakes and portages to avoid
the steep hills. From its origin at Gunflint Lake, it went up a gradual incline to Loon Lake, crossed
the Laurentian Divide, which sends water hurrying north toward Hudson Bay on one side and
cascading to Lake Superior on the other, through several diversions, and finally down the
Sawtooth Mountain escarpment. Halfway along this fifty-mile trail, Mr. and Mrs. Swamper
Caribou lived on a lake that acquired their name. Their home was the overnight layover for dog
teams en route to Grand Marais.Travel in summer was more difficult. When a hardy prospector
or trader coming from Lake Superior finally reached Gunflint Lake, he would light a fire as a
signal. An Indian from across the lake would pick him up and deliver him to the hotel operated by
Indians at the Canadian settlement they called Gunflint.As miners and loggers needed to move
supplies over the Sawtooth Mountain escarpment, the trail was improved. It followed the old
Indian route in some parts, and in others, the roads leading to developing mine sites. A
backwoods road was built with horse teams and hand labor, at the rate of ten to twelve miles a
year, until the road reached Gunflint Lake in 1892.Improvements to the loggers’ tote road, begun
in 1917, made the beginnings of the sixty-mile automobile road now known as the Gunflint Trail—
although it was generally conceded then that no automobile could get over the hogbacks.Over
the years the Trail developed a personality of her own, as she followed the ridges, plunged into
valleys, and climbed hills. At times she made a circuitous bend to avoid disturbing a stately white
pine. She was a humpity-dumpity trail. You suspected that at any turn she would squiggle out
from under you and disappear under a stump.Landmarks on the rocky and tortuous route
acquired identifying names. At Grandma Hedstrom’s Corner, the winter winds sometimes piled
the snow ten feet deep. Grandma Hedstrom with her daughter Lucille was there to offer coffee, a
slice of fresh homemade bread, and the use of the telephone. The small clump of white pines at
The Pines is a remnant of the trees that once covered the entire area. At one abrupt turn a young
man on a motorcycle veered off the road and hit a tree; the site was named Dead Man’s Curve.
The frost holes on McGinty’s Knob, just beyond Poplar Lake, became a quagmire with the spring
breakup. These squashy boils changed positions as conditions changed each year.The early
Gunflint TrailCharlie Boostrom first came into the country in 1911. With his powerful dog team he
hauled freight for forestry surveyors and worked for the Alger-Smith logging operation. Given an
axe, he could build a house, a dogsled, a pair of canoe paddles, or almost any other essential
for woods life. In 1914 he built a large log lodge four miles in on Clearwater Lake. He and his wife
Petra brought fishermen and deer hunters to the area, and Charlie sometimes guided canoe



trips through the wilderness.Soon there were other lodges on the Gunflint Trail. Gateway Lodge
on Hungry Jack Lake, one on Greenwood Lake eight miles by buckboard from the Trail, and a
small fishing camp on Gunflint Lake called the Gunflint Lodge.1 Up the Gunflint TrailStrangers
Penetrate the WildernessOn a mild midwinter day in 1930, while I was driving my dog team over
the windswept ice of Gunflint Lake and carelessly sitting astride the upright crossbar of the sled,
the team spotted a fox in the distance. The dogs picked up speed and raced across the snow,
closing the gap as the fox traveled at a teasing zigzag lope. The fox watched the approaching
threat for a moment and suddenly became a blurred streak that left the team far in arrears. I was
enjoying the speedy pace when the sled hit a hummock and tipped, flipping out my snowshoes,
which bounced like tumbleweeds tossed in the wind. I lost my balance and went skidding and
sprawling across the ice. First the sled hung precariously on one runner like a ship floundering at
sea, then righted itself and sailed unguided down the lake, propelled by exuberant and excited
dogs. The fox was forgotten as the team picked up another scent and headed for the deepest
bay. The dogs disappeared into the woods. I picked up my snowshoes and started the three-mile
trek to retrieve and disengage the dogs from their entanglement among the trees. As I trudged
down the lake I reminisced on the events that led me to driving dogs in this remote northern
wilderness. It was a future I neither anticipated nor foresaw as I drove up the rollercoaster
Gunflint Trail with Mother and a college friend in 1927.Gunflint Lodge was a small fishing camp
when Mother came to look it over. I had just finished my junior year at Northwestern University,
and I was anxious to see what this country was like. While Mother and Dora Blankenburg, the
owner, discussed purchase arrangements, my schoolmate Mary and I made plans to take a
canoe trip down the Pine-Granite River to Saganaga Lake and back. Although Mrs. Blankenburg
had a few canoes, she had no camping equipment, so Art Smith, a local guide employed at the
lodge, agreed to guide us and furnish us with all our needs.Original Gunflint Lodge, 1927Canoe
Trip—What’s That?Mary and I were excited over our first canoe trip. Art was an excellent
canoeist, as all the trappers were then. Our craft was a canvas-covered cedar canoe that was
loaded, not on shore, but while floating on the water. When I first started paddling I lifted my
paddle high out of the water, pulled with my lower arm instead of using it as a pivot, and did not
feather the blade. Art gave us some pointers. I was in the bow; he, of course, took the stern the
entire trip. He emphasized to me the importance of a bow paddler who could pull the canoe one
way or the other to avoid rocks. The stern paddler just follows the actions of the bow paddler,
since the bow paddler is better able to see the hazards ahead. I felt very important.Rapids on
the Granite RiverAs I went down the first rapids, I reached for one side and then the other, but in
my anxiety to react I never wet the paddle. By the time I reached to avoid a rock in one direction
there seemed to be a rock on the opposite side, and I’d swing toward that one. Art chuckled at
my futile attempts; he knew the water well and could follow the course with no help at all.We
traveled slowly and observed the wildlife along the shore. We looked at beaver houses and
marveled at their construction, stopped for a leisurely lunch, listened to the call of the loon, and
“soaked up” the beauty of this remote waterway. Like the Indians, we followed the shoreline



closely and observed everything: a beaver chewing quietly on a poplar twig; a blue heron
standing motionless hoping to be unobserved; a kingfisher perched on an overhanging limb;
droppings on a rock left by an otter.Saganaga is sixteen miles from Gunflint, with eight portages
of varying lengths, the longest a quarter of a mile. This is the same route, steeped in history, that
the trappers, Indians, explorers, and voyageurs all traveled year after year. The country had
recovered from fires that swept through in 1914 and 1918. At that time fires were left to burn; no
attempts were made to put them out.The first night we camped on Pine Lake.* At our chosen
campsite a previous camper had built a bed of balsam boughs. It was made not by clumping off
branches and throwing them in a heap but by breaking off new tips of branches and standing
them upright. Small spruce logs were placed in an oblong border to contain the balsam tips.
When the slow and laborious construction process was completed, the bed was like a cushion.
Balsam was used, not spruce, because balsam needles grow only on the sides of limbs, making
them flat, while spruce needles grow all the way around twigs, making them bristly.Campsites
always had birch bark, kindling, and a pile of wood left by the previous camper, as well as a
stack of long slender poles made from the surrounding woods. These poles were used to
support the A-shaped tents campers used then. When the camp was dismantled, the poles were
stacked upright where they were found.We paddled into a secluded bay, lifted over a beaver
dam, and found a narrow winding lane amid a floating bog. This miniature valley, flooded thanks
to a beaver family who lived here at one time, was nestled between high rocky ledges covered
with jack pine. We came upon an area where there were hundreds of pitcher plants. A few
immature plants held their flowers tightly closed, while others were mature, with their pitchers
filled with liquid. These mature plants turned their pale green faces toward the sun with their
maroon petals framing the circle. Scattered among the pitcher plants were purple arethusa of the
orchid family. They had pale crinkled lavender tongues with center streaks of yellow partially
capped with tiny shields with two slender petals attached. Three additional petals framed the
flowers, like slender shocks of hair flapping and flopping with the slightest breeze. At the edge of
the bog, deep blue iris stood straight and erect in clumps. Along the shore were bushes of
labrador tea with their clusters of white blossoms. Bull frogs emitted their drumlike sounds,
conversing back and forth.Route of the canoe trip to SaganagaThis narrow lane led to a small
lake where we followed a protective cliff and watched the long shadows slide on the wake of the
canoe. We passed a small hillside abundant with red bunchberries and a spruce that had
toppled into the water with its top loaded with small purple cones. A spider had trussed the
utmost tip to a nearby branch with its web.We paddled out of the pond into another narrow
waterway dotted with yellow water lilies. A loon was in command of this area, and by her actions
we were sure a nest was nearby. We backed into a runway that led to an abandoned beaver
house and waited for her to reveal the nest location. We silently waited and waited. She dove
and emerged above and below us, letting out her shrill call. Within feet of us she sat upright in
the water flapping her wings as if to exclaim, “what a boring game.”Art said. “We better go back
and head for Saganaga.”We traveled but a short distance and we spotted the loon nest.



Standing alone was a perfect cone, built of reeds and covered with sphagnum moss. The nest
had a two-foot-diameter top and extended an equal distance above the water. In the depression
of the cone lay one egg about four inches long, olive gray and speckled with black.We returned
to the border route. Upon arriving at Saganaga, we camped on an island and fished for lake
trout. Lake trout and northern pike were the only species of game fish found in these waters. Not
until later years did the Game and Fish department introduce smallmouth bass and walleyes into
this area. Between the North Lake portage to the east and Swamp portage to the west,
Saganaga acts as a huge basin, collecting water from springs, rivers, and rivulets all along the
boundary. Northern Light Lake with its tributaries is one of the big water systems on the
Canadian side that feeds into Saganaga. All of Sag’s water eventually spills over Silver Falls,
flows north and northwest through Quetico Provincial Park, and finally, by way of the English
River, into Hudson Bay.When we camped on Saganaga, Art cut down a small tree to make room
for our tent.I said, “Gee, should we destroy a tree like that?”And he replied, “Oh yeh, it will all
grow up again and will be the same in another year or so.”On a future trip, maybe five years later,
I camped at the same island and saw the mark where the tree had been severed. There was no
new growth.After several days of camping and paddling among the islands of Saganaga, we
returned along the same route, for this was the only access to the border lakes. Traveling on our
return trip was different, since we encountered the rapids paddling upstream. Art taught me how
to ride the backwater and negotiate the fast water when approaching a portage. Art regaled us
with stories of his trapping and hunting experiences as we paddled quietly across Gunflint to the
lodge.During our absence Mother had finalized the papers and made the down payment for the
purchase of Gunflint Lodge. Prices were high, the stock market was soaring, and business
looked very lucrative.Mother had asked me, before obligating herself on a purchase, if I would
help her run the lodge in the summers. I readily agreed since Mother had largely financed my
college education.When we came the next summer, I had just finished college with a major in
zoology and minors in chemistry and philosophy. I planned to take graduate work in parasitology
and then hopefully go on to medical school. But before I returned to school Mother made
arrangements for Art Smith to take me moose hunting the following fall.City Girl, Moose
HunterMoose hunting on the American side of the border had been closed for a number of
years, so my moose hunting took place on the Canadian side of Mountain Lake. Art Smith, my
guide, was to furnish everything, including the use of his rifle—a .303 British. I purchased a
Canadian hunting license, and Art contacted a girl in Grand Marais, Genevieve Bayle, who liked
camping and was an experienced and able woodsperson, to accompany me.On a nippy late
October day the three of us set off from Clearwater Lake in Art’s square-stern canoe propelled
by a small outboard motor. We made a six-mile trip down the lake to our first portage, the
Mountain Lake portage of eighty-eight rods. This portage had a substantial rise as it crossed a
transverse ridge to Mountain Lake. Although inexperienced, I was anxious to prove my mettle to
my new northwoods friends. We had packsacks filled with clothes and personal gear as well as
sleeping bags, rifles, and food.We eased up to the dock and executed an expert landing. Art and



Gene carefully stepped out. I stood up in the canoe and started heaving packs onto the dock.
They both opened their mouths but, alas, it was too late. I heaved an extra heavy pack, lost my
balance, and landed neck deep in the icy water. My long johns, wool pants, wool shirt, socks,
and boots were sodden and shapeless. Both Gene and Art had a difficult time containing their
mirth at my awkwardness.Gene dug in my pack and found my backup clothes: flannel pajamas
and a pair of wool socks. From her pack she produced a windbreaker. From Art’s pack appeared
a bottle of straight gin. He filled a large campsize cup to the brim and said, “Drink it.” I dutifully
downed the firewater and swished to the top of the hill carrying my scanty array of dry clothes. I
stripped. The October wind held no mercy. As I redressed, shivering, Art and Gene packed the
guns, canoe, motor, and week’s supply of food over the portage. On the trip down Mountain
Lake we faced a cold northeast wind, but I traveled impervious to the temperature with a warm
inner glow.My moose and IArt’s large log trapper’s cabin was located in a protected bay. It was
furnished with built-in bunks, a cook stove, an airtight wood stove, homemade table, and stumps
for chairs. These were common accoutrements in trapping cabins throughout the north. If the
cabin were a smaller, overnight affair, it might not have a cook stove; the airtight would be used
in its stead. Traps, hide stretchers, axe, snowshoes, sleds, toboggans, saws, and food staples
were left in the cabin from one winter to the next. If travelers were ever in dire need and stayed at
a trapping cabin, they were assured of dry wood and food. These items were always replaced in
kind or with an acceptable substitute.We strung my soggy clothes and hunting license across
the room. The display emphasized my status as a novice.During the week we were in this camp
we saw thirty-six moose. Art remarked that in a few years the young growth would be too high to
serve as good pasture and the moose would move on. His statement seemed unbelievable at
the time, but within five years only a scattering of moose remained. In some parts of the forest,
according to the Game and Fish department, the moose herd declined due to a liver fluke
disease which decimated a large number of animals. Their numbers were no doubt also affected
by logging and the ensuing fires, as well as the decreased food supply.Packing out the moose
headThe first day out I shot a bull moose. I moved in for the final kill and was confronted with a
jammed gun and a thrashing animal. Art’s large sturdy hand grabbed me by the shirt collar and
pulled me back out of harm’s way. The fatally wounded moose got up and strode off through an
entanglement of windfalls. Art immediately started tracking the animal and moved way ahead of
me. Instead of following Art closely as I should have done, I was tracking the moose in my own
amateurish way. When I caught up with Art, the moose was lying down within sight on a nearby
hill. Art turned and said, “Jesus Christ, where have you been? Shoot.” One shot performed the
coup de grace.When we got to the moose, I was very anxious to help dress it out, cut it up, and
take an active part in carrying it the quarter mile down to the lake. Art said, “That’s just fine with
me. Lift up the hind leg and turn it on its back so we can gut it.” I grabbed a rear leg and turned it,
but nothing happened. I tried once more with the same result. I glanced up at Art to see him
laughing gleefully.
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Chewbdu, “Very interesting book. A long time ago, I saw an interview with Justine Kerfooto n one
of the local tv stations. I live a couple hours from the Gunflint Trail and driving it is on my list of
things to do this fall. I remembered the interview and started looking for a book about the Lady
of the Gunflint. This book, written by her, not only tells her story, but also describes life on the
Gunflint in the early 1900's, how they did things, their neighbors, and her mothers resort. After
eading the book, my trip up the Gunflint is going to be all the more interesting.”

Fred Turek, “Excellent North woods book by an immensely experienced author.. Excellent North
woods book by an immensely expert and experienced author. . She has immense experience in
all north woods things, trades and lifestyles, and history starting in the 1920's. Including Indians,
trappers, running a lodge, canoeing, dog-sledding, guiding and lots more. The Gunflint trail
grew up with her and her with it.”

Sarah G., “A Beautiful Record of Life on the Gunflint Trail. I loved reading this book as I was
doing my family genealogy. It featured many stories about various family members, including a
story of my grandmother's birth that I will surely treasure in retelling to my own child.”

Joy and Jim Sovada, “Clearwater lake on the Gunflint trail. Sharing of living over the years in the
region was fun to read about. Her sharing of life situation and the people that she was around
was fun. Easy readigwhat”

anandai, “Great Read. A fascinating read from an author whom lived a fascinating life in an
extraordinary place and time. I'm envious that I will never be able live these kinds of adventures
from a time long gone; this book is as close as I can wish to come. Highly recommended read.”

Carole Fitzpatrick, “Good Read. Great book by a great lady about a life in a different time.
Interesting, charming”

paulette krueger, “Always one of my favorite reads. The people and area are in my .... Always one
of my favorite reads. The people and area are in my part of the world and portray so well the
characteristics of the hardy people of the Boundary Waters Territory. Very enjoyable, more than
a one time read.”

J. L. Olson, “Five Stars. This is a great story of a adventurous woman of the Boundary Waters
Canoe Area.”

The book by Justine Kerfoot has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 29 people have provided feedback.
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